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A critical step in the interpretation of the visual world is the integration of the various local motion signals generated by moving objects. This process is complicated by the fact that local velocity measurements can differ depending on contour orientation and spatial position. Speci®cally, any local motion detector can measure only the component of motion perpendicular to a contour that extends beyond its ®eld of view1,2. This ``aperture problem''3 is particularly relevant to direction-selective neurons early in the visual pathways, where small receptive ®elds permit only a limited view of a moving object. Here we show that neurons in the middle temporal visual area (known as MT or V5) of the macaque brain reveal a dynamic solution to the aperture problem. MT neurons initially respond primarily to the component of motion perpendicular to a contour's orientation, but over a period of approximately 60 ms the responses gradually shift to encode the true stimulus direction, regardless of orientation. We also report a behavioural correlate of these neural responses: the initial velocity of pursuit eye movements deviates in a direction perpendicular to local contour orientation, suggesting that the earliest neural responses in¯uence the oculomotor response. If a vertically orientated bar moves up and to the right at a constant velocity, small receptive ®elds positioned along the length of the contour can measure only the rightward component of motion, as the upward component provides no time-varying information (Fig. 1a). In contrast, cells positioned at the endpoints of the contour can measure motion direction accurately. Since direction-selective cells in the primary visual cortex (V1) have extremely small receptive ®elds, they are constantly faced with this aperture problem. Moreover, they provide directional input to subsequent stages of visual processing, which could perpetuate errors in motion computation. How are these con¯icting motion signals ultimately resolved in the visual cortex? A candidate neural substrate for this computation is the middle temporal visual area (MT or V5), where neurons are known to integrate directional 1040



responses from V14, and are capable of computing motion direction for complex patterns5±7. We used the stimulus illustrated in Fig. 1b to measure neuronal responses in MT of alert macaque monkeys to moving contours at different orientations. Each stimulus consisted of a ®eld of small white bars against a dark background. The size of the bar ®eld was matched to each cell's classical receptive ®eld. The length of each bar was always 38, signi®cantly longer than corresponding receptive ®elds in V1, but smaller than the excitatory receptive ®elds in parafoveal and peripheral MT8. The use of multiple bars ensured that local motion signals from contours and contour endpoints stimulated the MT receptive ®elds at each instant. (Additional experiments using single long bars yielded results similar to those reported below, but the bar ®eld had the advantage of providing stimulation that was evenly distributed across the receptive ®eld and relatively constant over time.) On each trial, the angle between motion direction and contour orientation (f in Fig. 1a) was 458, 908 or 1358, and the stimulus moved in one of eight directions. To separate the selectivity of MT cells to static stimulus orientation9,10 from their directional responses, the stimulus remained stationary for 240 ms before moving. Because the motion direction and relative orientation, f, both varied in intervals of 458, the orientation did not predict the subsequent motion direction. The preferred direction (PD) for each cell was computed as a vector average of the stimulus direction weighted by the response to that direction. We recorded data from 60 MT cells from three hemispheres in two adult rhesus monkeys. Figure 2a shows the results from one MT neuron. The earliest direction-selective responses, which occurred at a latency of approximately 70 ms after the onset of stimulus motion, showed a clear dependence on bar orientation relative to motion direction (f). When the cell was stimulated with a ®eld of bars moving perpendicular to their orientation (f = 908, red lines), the best responses were obtained for motion down and to the left (PD = 2248). For the f = 458 case (blue lines), the best response occurred for motion to the left (PD = 1918), and in the f = 1358 case (green lines), the best response occurred for downward motion (PD = 2668). The effects of contour orientation on the directional responses were highly signi®cant (P , 0.001, Watson±Williams test), with the peak response always occurring at the same oblique bar orientation (Fig. 2a). These early responses can best be described as encoding the component of stimulus motion perpendicular to bar orientation. We note that they are not responses to orientation a
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Figure 1 The aperture problem. a, Local motion detectors (indicated by the circles) along the contour can only measure motion perpendicular to the contour's orientation. For these detectors, the direction of object motion is ambiguous because any of the physical velocities indicated by the thin black arrows would yield the same motion measurement (thick black arrows). The angle between contour orientation and motion direction, as measured clockwise from the motion direction (white arrow), is referred to as f. b, The stimulus used in our experiments. A ®eld of bars moved within a window sized to approximate the classical receptive ®eld (depicted by the large circle) of each cell. FP, ®xation point.
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letters to nature per se: motion up and to the right failed to excite the cell, even though the orientation was optimal. MT responses to static orientation are known to be quite small in amplitude, and so probably would not have directly in¯uenced our results9. Figure 2b shows the direction tuning for the same cell when responses are averaged over a 1,500-ms period beginning 500 ms after the onset of stimulus motion. In this case, the best response is always obtained for motion down and to the left, with no statistically signi®cant effect of bar orientation (P . 0.2, Watson±Williams test). Clearly the initial dependence on bar orientation (Fig. 2a) decreases during the course of prolonged stimulation. To study the temporal evolution of the shift in MT response properties, we computed the PD for each MT cell in 15-ms bins starting from the earliest direction-tuned responses. These occurred, on average, at 75 ms after the onset of stimulus motion (P , 0.05, Rayleigh Z-test for deviation from circular uniformity). For each bin, the PD was measured and aligned a Early
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Figure 2 Evolution of direction tuning. a, Earliest direction-tuned response for a single MT neuron. Direction tuning is represented in polar coordinates with axes of stimulus direction (angle) and cell response in spikes per second (radius). Each tuning curve corresponds to a different value of f, which is the angle between bar orientation and motion direction. Thin lines around each tuning curve represent standard error of the mean. b, Direction tuning for the same MT cell averaged over the last 1,500 ms of the stimulus presentation. c, Directional response as a function of time for the population of 60 MT cells. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. PD, preferred direction (see text). NATURE | VOL 409 | 22 FEBRUARY 2001 | www.nature.com



relative to the PD computed in the time-averaged f = 908 case. Figure 2c shows the average difference in PDs at each 15-ms bin for the population of 60 MT cells. The earliest responses are highly dependent on stimulus orientation, and this dependence decreases gradually over the course of approximately 60 ms. Within 150 ms after the onset of stimulus motion, MT cells primarily encode the actual stimulus direction, irrespective of orientation. However, there is a slight effect of stimulus orientation on the time-averaged relative PDs (computed in the interval from 500 ms to 2,000 ms after the onset of stimulus motion), resulting in a mean difference of -3.18 6 168 for the f = 458 case and 5.38 6 10.58 for the f = 1358 case. These small mean differences are nevertheless statistically signi®cant (P , 0.05, paired one-tailed ttest), indicating a slight residual effect of bar orientation on the directional response. For each cell in our MT population, we also examined the preferred orientation for static bar stimuli, as measured in the 240 ms before the onset of stimulus motion. We found these static bar responses to be quite weak and extremely variable. Moreover, we did not ®nd any consistent relationship between the preferred orientation relative to preferred direction and the temporal properties of the directional response. This was unexpected in light of previous work demonstrating that such orientation preferences are predictive of MT responses to more complex ``plaid'' stimuli6. One possible explanation lies in the fact that previous studies were conducted on anaesthetized animals, whereas our experiments were conducted on awake, behaving animals. We have previously found that, in alert monkeys, the sudden appearance of a stimulus generates a strong response that is not dependent on stimulus features, such as orientation11, and this may have weakened the selectivity for orientation. It is also possible that the orientationselective inputs from V1 are not homogeneous across the MT receptive ®elds, so that our bar ®eld stimulus activated inputs tuned to many different orientations. There is strong evidence that MT neurons provide motion signals for the initiation of smooth pursuit eye movements12±14. Because pursuit initiation typically occurs approximately 100 ms after the onset of a moving target15, the current results predict an orientationdependent bias in initial eye velocity. To examine this possibility, we trained two monkeys to pursue the centre of a single orientated bar using the same parameters of motion direction and bar orientation as in the physiological recordings. Eye position was monitored with a scleral search coil16, and the resulting measurements were used to compute instantaneous eye velocity. We then aligned the eye velocity traces from each trial relative to the actual direction of stimulus motion, and computed the set of median traces across all trials (Fig. 3a). For accurate pursuit movements, eye velocities should match the direction and speed of the target, and indeed this occurs for the f = 908 case (red line). For the f = 458 and f = 1358 cases (blue and green lines, respectively), the eye velocity deviates substantially in a direction perpendicular to the orientation of the bar. Note that the recovery of the eye movement from its initial deviation is somewhat slower than the recovery of the MT responses (Fig. 2c). This is likely to be due to differences in the stimuli, which were not equated for speed or bar length. In general the magnitude of the oculomotor effect scaled with bar length, such that the deviation of eye velocity increased monotonically as the size of the bar was varied from 58 to 258. There was no consistent effect of orientation on eye velocity parallel to the actual direction of stimulus motion (Fig. 3b). The neural effects of contour orientation on motion integration demonstrated here have a perceptual correlate in humans. It has been shown that the perceived direction of a ®eld of moving bars is initially perpendicular to the orientation of the bars, and rotates towards the actual direction over a period of approximately 200 ms (ref. 17). This time course is somewhat slower than that found for our MT responses, but such a difference is to be expected on the
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responses (Fig. 2b) are averaged across the same 10 stimulus presentations, but include only the last 1,500 ms of the stimulus presentation. For the population data (Fig. 2c), the preferred direction is measured in 15-ms bins and aligned relative to the preferred direction computed in the time-averaged f = 908 case for each cell. Pursuit experiments were conducted after physiology experiments. On each trial, a bar appeared centred on the ®xation point and immediately started moving in one of eight directions at 108 s-1. The bar was 208 in length, and had a small, dim, red, gaussian blob (0.23 cd m-2) in the centre. Direction and bar orientation were randomly interleaved across trials, and the monkey had to pursue the centre of the bar to within an accuracy of 28 to receive a liquid reward. Eye movements were monitored using the scleral search coil technique16. Both eye position and the eye velocity (obtained by analog differentiation, d.c. to 50 Hz, -20 dB per decade) were sampled at 1 kHz and stored to disk at 250 Hz for subsequent off-line analysis. To permit comparison across trials having different directions of target motion, the eye movement data were rotated relative to the target direction. Further details of animal preparation and data collection are given elsewhere27.
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Figure 3 Visual tracking of an orientated bar. a, Median eye velocity perpendicular to the direction of target motion over time for the three bar orientations (f = 458, 908 and 1358). b, Median eye velocity parallel to the direction of target motion for the same experiments. Error bars (representing standard error of the mean) are smaller than the width of the data lines.



basis of variations in stimulus speed and contrast between the two experiments. For ``type II'' plaid stimuli, observers initially perceive a vector average of the local motion signals, with the percept subsequently shifting to an intersection of constraints18. For these stimuli there is also a residual bias in the perceived direction that is comparable to what we have observed in our time-averaged MT responses18. Similarly, human tracking eye movements in response to ``barber's pole'' stimuli initially deviate in a direction perpendicular to the orientation of contours, and are subsequently affected by the geometry of the surrounding aperture19,20. Taken together, these results suggest that the primate visual system derives an initial estimate of motion direction by integrating ambiguous and unambiguous local motion signals over a large spatial range (at least 208), and re®nes this estimate over time. We have shown that this temporal evolution can be seen at the level of single MT neurons. However, it may also involve neural networks that propagate unambiguous signals to ``®ll in'' the missing information at ambiguous retinal locations21,22. Such networks have been the focus of recent neural models that use recurrent23 or feedback24 processes to compute motion direction. It is also possible that the visual system computes the motion of contours and contour endpoints via different pathways, with the latter requiring a slightly longer latency17,25,26. The present identi®cation of a neural signature for this process should open the door to future experiments to elucidate its mechanism. M



Methods



Animals were seated comfortably in a standard primate chair (Crist Instruments) with their heads ®xed. They were required to ®xate a small red square displayed on a computer monitor at a distance of 57 cm in order to obtain a liquid reward. For physiological experiments, the ®xation point was always positioned so that the receptive ®eld was at the centre of the monitor. Stimuli were displayed at a mean luminance of 0.552 cd m-2, against a black background (luminance 0.025 cd m-2). Microelectrode recordings were obtained from 60 single units in parafoveal and peripheral MT (mean receptive ®eld eccentricity 11.18, mean diameter 12.78). For physiological experiments, the stimulus consisted of a ®eld of moving bars. Each bar subtended 38 of visual angle, and was centred at a point along an invisible grid, placed approximately in the centre of the receptive ®eld. The spacing between points in the grid was 58 in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The size of the bar ®eld was approximately matched to that of the classical receptive ®eld of each cell. Bars that moved outside the window disappeared, but were replaced with new bars so that the area of stimulation within the receptive ®eld was approximately constant over time. The speed of stimulus motion was also matched to each cell's preference, as measured with moving dots or bars. During the physiological experiments, all different stimulus conditions (8 possible directions, 3 possible values of f) were randomly interleaved. For the earliest directional plot (Fig. 2a), spikes were collected during the interval from 60 to 80 ms after the onset of stimulus motion, and averaged across 10 identical stimulus presentations. The later
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